Transdisciplinary Media Design Practicum

“Interactivity, Play, Choreography & Neuroplasticity”

“Dance, the art of human movement, on the surface appears nontechnologically inclined. It is the self-sufficient art.” - Judith A. Gray

IML 543 | FALL 2017 | Section 37471R
4 Units | FRIDAYS 3-6:20PM @ SCI 209

Instructor:
Prof. Marietina Gotsis, MFA | gotsis@usc.edu | office: SCI 201U
Office hours: Fridays 1-2pm and by appointment

A Themed Exploration.

This course will never be the same twice. Each time it is taught, we set one or more unique challenges inspired by something that we want to explore because it is urgent and timely, rare and unusual, or difficult and obscure. The class takes advantage of emerging interest in topics in neuroscience, public health and medicine that merit further exploration from a design perspective. Unexplored themes give the students an opportunity to learn about the process of generating research questions, as well as interventions in real-time through collaboration and experiential design. Each participating student and faculty will bring their expertise and an open mind to contribute what they know how to do and learn something new from others.

This year’s topic is “Interactivity, Play, Choreography and Neuroplasticity”. We will develop concepts toward the design of a playful intervention for children with developmental disorders (Autism Spectrum Disorders, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, etc.). Ideas will leverage a choreographic system based on William Forsythe's Red Yellow Blue Green movement/vocal system, and students will also learn about Alexander, Feldenkrais, and pilates training, as well as William Forsythe’s Improvisation Technologies movement generating systems. Technological (digital games and virtual reality) and non-technological interventions will be explored that can be used in K12 settings. The class will collaborate with the Kaufman School of Dance and Prof. Thomas McManus and his students. Guests speakers will be invited on topics of technology, neuroscience, and child development.
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Syllabus in progress is here: [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SQE8Q7UFrcXYIrVC37dlSALSXM7_8E7p5glv-E2JMJ/edit?usp=sharing]